
HOSPITALITY 
CABINETS
Collection

MODULAR DESIGN. 
CUSTOM RESULTS.  



HON Hospitality…At Your Service.

While many things have changed recently about the way people work, one thing 
remains the same — everyone needs a break. Whether adding to a break room, 
cafeteria, or training center, HON Hospitality Cabinets can be tailored to fit any 
size space. Base units come fully assembled and ready to fasten together to create 
a solid, professional-looking storage unit. Counter tops are available in seamless 
widths to fit any configuration. Easy to order and quick to install, HON Hospitality 
Cabinets make it simple to create the professional look your space deserves.  



MIX COMPONENTS. MATCH YOUR NEEDS.
Achieve the exact look and functionality you desire by selecting 
any number or type of modular cabinets and counter top sizes. 
Base cabinets with drawers hold coffee supplies, silverware, and 
condiments, while units with hinged doors accommodate trash 
or recycling bins. All base units are 18" or 36" wide, and seamless 
counter tops are available in widths of 36", 54", 72" and 90" to  
fit any space. 

MILLWORK QUALITY. AFFORDABLE PRICING. 
HON Hospitality base cabinets, wall cabinets and counter tops 
save money compared to custom millwork, and are built to true 
commercial-grade specifications. This includes using top-quality 
materials, such as steel ball-bearing drawer suspensions and 
chrome-plated European hinges. All surfaces feature a high-end 
laminate that is scratch-, spill- and stain-resistant, and even 
withstands boiling liquids.

Columbian WalnutNatural Maple White Light Gray

CABINET FINISHES COUNTER TOP FINISHES

36" SPACE 
Maximize storage in small spaces with  
two above and below counter cabinets.

54" SPACE 
Expand the serving area and storage 
space with three above and below  
counter cabinets.

90" SPACE 
This fully-functional configuration is 
designed to serve all your needs, with  
ample cabinet and drawer storage and 
neatly concealed waste management.

72" SPACE 
This four cabinet arrangement includes  
a four-drawer base cabinet that is ideal  
for storing utensils and supplies.
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DESIGNED TO SERVE. BUILT TO LAST. 
The modular design of Hospitality Cabinets provides the 
flexibility to work within your space requirements and achieve 
the exact functionality you need. It’s also made of high-quality 
materials that will stand the test of time, providing a professional 
appearance for years to come. The HON Full Lifetime Warranty 
guarantees that HON Hospitality Cabinets are more than a smart 
purchase, they are a wise investment.

Single Base Cabinet - 18"W 
1 Drawer / 1 Door 

Single Waste Management Cabinet - 18"W 
1 Door 

Single Base Cabinet - 18"W 
4 Drawers 

Double Base Cabinet - 36"W 
2 Drawers / 2 Doors 

Sliding Shelf for Single Modular Base Cabinet  - 16 3⁄8"W

Hospitality Counter Top - 36", 54", 72", 90"W

Single Hanging Wall Cabinet  - 18"W 
 1 Door 

Double Hanging Wall Cabinet - 36"W 
 2 Doors


